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Abstract of US2005121452 (A1)

A container comprises a hollow body ( 6 )
blowmoulded from an injectionmoulded
thermoplastics preform, the body ( 6 )
having an inside shoulder ( 28 ) at a
mouth end of the body, the shoulder ( 28 )
having a radially innermost diameter less
than the internal diameter of the axially
outermost extremity of the mouth end. A
foil ( 8 ) closes the body ( 6 ) at the
shoulder ( 8 ) and is sealingly attached to
the shoulder. A snapon, removable,
injectionmoulded closure ( 10 ) is applied
over the ( 10 ) mouth end of the body ( 6
).
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Abstract of US2015252712 (A1)

A diesel exhaust fluid system for use on a dieselpowered machine, including a storage
tank adapted to store diesel exhaust fluid, a receiver, and a shutoff valve. The receiver
is disposed in selective fluid communication with the storage tank and is adapted to
receive diesel exhaust fluid. The shutoff valve is interposed in fluid communication
between the storage tank and the receiver and has: a first position wherein diesel
exhaust fluid can flow from the receiver to the storage tank, and a second position
wherein flow is interrupted from the receiver to the storage tank. The shutoff valve
moves from the first position to the second position in response to predetermined
accumulation of diesel exhaust fluid in the storage tank.
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Abstract of US2009151814 (A1)

A dosing apparatus in a formfillseal packaging machine comprises a delivery nozzle
(12), a valve closure member (34) coaxial with the nozzle (12) and reciprocable co
axially relative thereto and bounding with the nozzle (12) an annular volume (35)
therebetween for flow of liquid therethrough, fins (54) in the volume (35) and extending
helically coaxially with the nozzle (12) for imparting a spiral motion to the liquid flowing
through said volume, an annular valve closure seat (42) in and coaxial with the nozzle
(12), respective annular portions of the seat (42) and the member (34) coming into
sealing contact with each other, the annular portion of the member (34) comprising
glassfibrereinforced plastics, a tubular bellows (44) extending between the nozzle (12)
and the member (34) and sealingly separating in a liquidtight manner the volume (35)
from an interior chamber (46), and ducting (49, 50) which serves to supply a
microbiocidal medium to the chamber (46).
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Abstract of WO2010146375 (A2)

Apparatus for folding substantially rectangular bottom end closure panels of a carton
sleeve (20) of semirigid sheet material in forming a carton comprises two pairs of arms
(28) oscillatable towards and away from one another relative to the panels, two jaws
(34) and (36) pivotally mounted on the respective arms (28) and whereof the axes of
turning (37) are oscillatable with the arms (28) relative to the panels and which are
applicable in substantially parallel manners to the respective panels to be folded
relative to respective other panels of the carton sleeve (20) which are backed up by a
mandrel.
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Abstract of WO2011048385 (A2)

A segregated nitrogen flush system (10) segregates a nitrogen flow arrangement (12)
for providing a nitrogen flush, a chemical flow arrangement (16) and a steam flow
arrangement (14) for sterilization of the segregated nitrogen flush system. Electronics
are segregated from a flow of sanitizing steam or chemical that would harm electronics
and other controls. A filter (18) upstream from a nitrogen delivery path (28) provides a
resilient transition from nitrogen flow to higher pressure flow of sanitizing steam.
Nitrogen flow is commanded through the nitrogen delivery path (28) to a nitrogen flush
assembly (22) having a forward nozzle and plenum member for providing nitrogen flush
to partially closed cartons. Guide rails are configured to converge to close the cartons
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increasingly as they index forward. During
a second operating mode, sanitizing
steam flows through at least the filter.;
During a third operating mode, sanitizing
chemical flows through the chemical flow
arrangement (16) to the nitrogen flush
assembly (22).
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